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Introduction
Cardiff has a population of circa 317,000 people making it the most populated 
county in Wales. Cardiff was made a city in 1905 and the Welsh capital in 1955, 
during the 1990’s there was significant development in the region with the new 
Welsh assembly located in Cardiff Bay and the construction of the Millennium 
Stadium. The city centre continues to see improvements and Cardiff now enjoys 11 
million tourists each year.

With both the Amlin and Heineken Cup games on this weekend it’s going to be 
very busy in Cardiff this weekend, we hope that the information in this guide helps 
supporters in some way.

Where to eat and drink

The city centre is very small, the main strip is St Mary Street that has many bars for 
both pre and post match atmosphere. 

OLSC HQ

For this weekend the supporter’s base will be the giant walkabout on St Mary 
Street, a short walk from the train station and ground the bar has two levels, lots of 
TV screens, bars, serves food and is open late.

Over the weekend anyone wearing a Leinster jersey will be entitled to 20% off all 
food ordered – please note due to the large numbers food is expected only to be 
served until 1pm on match day.

Eating

The OLSC has also struck a deal with Tiger Tiger in Cardiff, if you prebook a table 
over the weekend for either lunch or dinner and quote OLSC you will receive a 
20% discount. This also applies to any buffet and booth packages. In addition to 
the above if you visit Tiger Tiger before the game on Saturday simply join the guest 
list for post match entry quoting OLSC and you’ll get a voucher for a free bottle of a 
selected beer (after the game).

To book call + 44 2920 391 944 
Address: Greyfriars Road, Cardiff CF10 3QB 
See also: www.facebook.com/tigertigercardiff



European Champions Village

Tournament organisers 
the ERC have established 
this village in Cardiff Arms 
Park (that is adjacent to the 
Millennium Stadium), there 
will be bars, food, music and 
appearances from Adidas 
and ERC ambassadors. The 
Heineken Cup trophy will also 
be making an appearance so 
you can get your photo taken 
with it.

On match day it is open 12 
noon to 4pm and will then 
reopen after the game until 
late. Entry is free both pre- and 
post-match. It should be a 
great place to meet and mingle 
with other Leinster supporters 
as well as the supporters of 
Northampton Saints. 

Stadia

Cardiff City Stadium – Amlin Challenge Cup

Getting to the ground  Cardiff City Stadium is approximately 1.4 miles from 
Cardiff City Centre and is about a 30 minute walk. A Taxi will cost approxi-
mately £7 each way from the city centre, to book a car in advance call 
(02920) 777 777. 

For more detailed information see: www.cardiffblues.com 

The Full address for the ground is: 
Cardiff City Stadium
Leckwith Road
Cardiff CF11 8AZ
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Millennium Stadium
Ideally located in the city centre, this state of the art stadium is the home to 
Welsh Rugby with a capacity of 74,500. Whether you are staying in the city cen-
tre or are coming in by train the stadium can’t be missed. It is a short walk for 
anyone staying in the city centre and is about a 10-minute walk from the train 
station. 

The full address of the 
stadium is: 
101 St Mary’s Street, 
Cardiff 
CF10 1GE

Camping in Cardiff
While accommodation in Cardiff has long been booked up there are still some 
camping options open for those in need of a bed. While Llanaff RFC the OLSC’s 
original camping partner in Wales is now full another two sites are still available. 
While these are a little further out they are still reachable by taxi (or subject to 
demand a bus may be put on). Details of these two sites can be found at www.
lavernockpoint.com or  
www.chsobrfc.co.uk

Special discount to OLSC members on camping gear
Whether you are looking for a tent or just need gear or clothing to make the 
ferry trip a little more comfortable, the OLSC has arranged a 10% discount at 53 
Degrees North (www.53degreesnorth.ie). The discount applies to all camping 
gear and end when stores close on Friday 27 May.

Trains
There are many trains into /out of Cardiff Central, on busy match days there is 
normally a queuing system outside (with signs up for each destination), this is to 
prevent dangerous overcrowding on the platform and in the station itself. If you are 
arriving into Cardiff Central and need to collect tickets for your outbound journey, be 
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sure to print these from the machines (or purchase from the ticket office) in advance. 
This will save you time when you are waiting for the train when leaving the capital. 

When going to get your train (especially if you are on the last one to your destination) 
be sure to be outside in the queue 30 minutes before the scheduled departure time. 
 
The following are useful websites for up-to-date information on schedules and 
disruptions, (if you are on Twitter it may be worth following these for the weekend).
www.arrivatrainswales.co.uk
www.crosscountrytrains.co.uk
www.nationalrail.co.uk

Taxis
The Club has arranged a number of taxi specials for supporters as follows:
To/from Cardiff airport - contact Dragon Taxis at Tel: + 44 2920 333 333 and 
quote ‘PIN: 33’ for a four seater vehicle at a fixed charge of £23 one way.

For any taxi where your journey is over 15 miles, contact Cardiff Taxis on + 44 2921 992 
200 or prebook at www.cardifftaxis.com quoting ‘OLSC’ to avail of a 5% discount.

Flags and flag poles
The OLSC will have a limited number of flags in Cardiff that will be given out at 
the supporters village (located at Cardiff Arms Park) on Saturday afternoon but 
we encourage all supporters to bring one of their own if at all possible. If you have 
a large flag and want a larger flagpole we would suggest buying one in Cardiff from 
one of the local hardware shops. Two central recommendations are: 
Clarence Hardware, 64 Corporation Road, Cardiff CF11 7AW 
B&Q Super Centre, Hadfield Road, Cardiff CF11 8AQ

Park and ride facilities
Park & ride sites accessed from J33 of the M4 at a cost £10 per car. All park and 
ride customers should be advised to follow the signage to the available site at the 
time of their arrival. The car park will open at 9am, with the first bus at 9am. The 
last bus will leave the pick-up point at 9pm, with the car park closing at 9:30pm.

Road closures
There will be a full city centre road closure from 3pm-8pm. For more detail on 
road closures affecting the general area got www.visitcardiff.com



Message from the coach

Dear Leinster supporter,

I would firstly like to thank you for your 
support both at home and abroad so far 
this year. When coming to Dublin with ASM 
Clermont last year for the quarter-final of 
the Heineken Cup I experienced the RDS 
Cauldron. Thus, on my arrival at the start 
of this season, I was well aware of the 
fervent and very sporting support enjoyed 
by Leinster Rugby. It has been every bit as 
expected and more as the supporters have 
rallied for games both home and away to 
spur the team into two sets of play-offs.

Preparations have gone well in the build up to the Heineken Cup final and there 
is the usual mix of nerves and excitement around the squad. Northampton 
Saints are a powerful force in European rugby and they, like us, have huge 
aspirations to lift the trophy for a second time on Saturday evening. We know 
that they will pose a significant test for the team this weekend and we will need 
to put in our best performance of the season to win.

I hope that each of you enjoys Cardiff and savours what is the pinnacle of the 
European Rugby season. Your presence during the pool stages; in London, 
Clermont and Paris, was fantastic and in the recent Aviva clashes your support 
boosted the team enormously, helping us to get over the line in two very tough 
encounters.The players are conscious of your support and have spoken of it during 
the week. They are certainly committed to doing their utmost to bring cheer to you 
all; especially those who have travelled over to Wales this weekend but also to the 
many more watching in Ireland as well as those spread around the globe.

It has been a challenging but exciting journey to date and your support has 
been an important part of the success so far. Keep the volume up, the flags 
waving and, hopefully, we can celebrate at the end of 80 arduous minutes in 
the Millennium Stadium.

Travel safely and enjoy the game.

Best wishes,

JOE SCHMIDT
Leinster Coach
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Message from the OLSC committee

The support for the team in this season’s campaign has been fantastic  
both at home with the three full houses at the Aviva Stadium, and with the 
vociferous support we’ve seen on the road. They don’t come any bigger than 
a Heineken Cup Final match however, and while the venue is neutral we 
must treat it as an ‘away’ match and make sure the support is both seen and 
heard for every one of those 80 minutes. 

The players have told us how much the support means to them so let’s show 
them, and the opposition, a sea of blue and make sure we bring whatever 
influence we can to bear on the result. The Northampton Saints are a 
passionate team with dedicated supporters who will also be determined to 
make this a weekend to remember. Now that they have been knocked out 
of their domestic tournament they will have total focus as this match is the 
culmination of their season. We must approach the match with the same 
focus: let’s wear our bluest jerseys, bring a flag if you can (cleared for hand 
baggage by the DAA) and sing until you are literally blue in the face! 

We all feel this team deserves to win silverware but they are going to have to 
go out there, play to their best and take their opportunities in order to achieve 
it. We must throw everything we can at it to help them cross that line; let’s 
leave Cardiff knowing that we did everything we could do. Lastly, all that is 
left is for us to wish you all a great day!

C’MON LEINSTER!

OLSC committee
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A storm of support 
coming your way
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